
Bin No. Product Description

Whites

1 Chile San Perito Sauvignon Blanc
This intensely flavoured wine displays exuberant tropical and citrus aromas of pineapple and 
lemon with delicate floral undertones.

2 Italy San Antonio Pinot Grigio 
Sharp, fruity, intense, delicate and persistent bouquet. Dry, rounded and pleasant on the palate.

3 France Viognier d'Astruc 
A lovely subtle, complex style of Viognier – with fresh apricot and white peach hints, and a rich, 
aromatic palate.

4 Spain Rioja Don Placero Blanco Viura
A light, fragrant Rioja made from the Viura grape. Youthful, fruity citrus flavours with a fresh 
clean palate with hints of herbs on the finish, this is un-oaked and juicy.

5 South Africa False Bay Sauvignon Blanc
Fresh, crisp aromatics with lifted green fruit, ripe apple and floral aromas. Flavours of 
greengage, citrus acidity and a fine, mineral finish.

6 Argentina Caoba Chardonnay 
‘Caoba’ is Spanish for Mahogany. South America is where a lot of the world’s mahogany is from. 
This is a medium weight unoaked Chardonnay with spritzy apple, pear and melon flavours and 
a long lasting finish. In fact, its flavour packed and is a good accompaniment to pretty much all 
but the spiciest of foods.

7 New Zealand Aroha Bay Marlborough Sauvignon 
This wine offers the tropical and citrus fruit flavours associated with Southern Hemisphere 
Sauvignon – ripe gooseberry, passion fruit and fresh limes, together with New Zealand’s famous 
exotic herbaceous aromas.

8 France Picpoul de Pinet, Duc de Morny
Floral and enticing on the nose, exuberantly fresh on the palate with pear drop fruit, a slightly 
salty edge and underlying minerality. Nicknamed 'la bomba' this is incredibly fruity and 
concentrated Picpoul - yet still fine and elegant, with a very long finish.

9 Italy Gavi Conchetta, La Battistina 
A gently aromatic, dry white with green apple, lime and herbaceous characters, typical of the 
local Cortese grape. Lightly herbal and savoury notes combine with the fruit flavours to give a 
textured palate.

10 France Chablis La Colombe 
Typical of what decent Chablis should taste like - not a trace of oak, pungent and flinty on the 
nose with a tad of creamy fruit underneath, this gets richer as the mineral characters give way to 
a gently fruity core, and is then cut back by a long juicy bite.

11 France Sancerre, Domaine Pre Semele 
A classic Sancerre with freshly picked gooseberries aromas streaked with dry minerality on the 
palate.



Bin No. Product Description

Reds

12 South Africa Steenbok Shiraz 
Full bodied with a subdued smokiness on the nose and a palate combining ripe fruit and 
interesting spice.

13 Chile San Perito Merlot 
Deep and vibrant red in colour. This wine has a signature aroma of spices perfectly highlighted 
by toast and coffee. Perfect with meats, especially duck and pork.

14 Argentina Zonda Malbec Shiraz 
Intense deep red colour with sweet aromas of berries and plum jam, although the integrated oak 
lends it an elegant smoky and vanilla finish.

15 Italy Negroamaro/Primitivo "Bacca Nera" 
Dry, fine structure, outstanding roundness, Complex, persistent fruitiness, intense, fruity 
bouquet, hints of plum and dried cherry.

16 France Domaine Astruc Malbec 
A powerful red wine from the Languedoc with rich flavours of plums, mocha and blackcurrants 
finishing with sweet liquorice and spice. Hailing from its origins, this grape variety is usually 
associated with big juicy steaks - however this wine also pairs very well with smoked game.

17 South Africa Pinotage,  False Bay 
Deep garnet colour. On the nose there are hints of dark fruits, chocolate and eucalyptus leading 
to a heady mix of fruit, rich chocolate and plums supported by soft tannins.

18 Spain Don Placero Rioja Crianza 
Cherry and bramble fruits on the palate backed nicely with a touch of spice and vanilla.

19 Chile Pinot Noir Reserva Emilana 
Smooth red fruit aromas are supported on the palate with subtle tannins, balanced acidity and a 
persistent finish.

20 Italy Chianti Prunatelli 
This has a warm spicy nose, with notes of cherries and almonds, and an underlying smoky 
edge. The palate has more cherry and plum characters, with soft, ripe tannins and fine acidity 
giving great balance. A solid, chunky and robust style of Chianti.

21 Australia The  Opportunist Shiraz 
The Opportunist Shiraz is mind blowing. A lush red with plump, ripe fruit and a creamy, berry 
soaked savoury finish. Perfect drunk on its own or to accompany lightly spiced meats.

22 France Château Petit Bois, Lussac St Emilion 
Deep red in colour offering a subtle bouquet with intense smoothness on the palate.

23 France Chateaunf du Pape Chante Cigale 
This wine has lots of warm, red fruit and damson aromas with cinnamon spices and jam but also 
concentration on the palate. Liquorice richness and elegance on the finish.



Bin No. Product Description

Rosé

24 USA Cougars Moon White Zinfandel 
Youthful fruity aromas with hints of peaches and strawberries.

25 Italy Mirabello Pinot Grigio Rosé
A fresh and fruity, slightly off-dry rose with delicate aromas of red berries. Crisp and lively on the 
palate with strawberry and red cherry fruit and a delicate, lightly fruity finish.

26 France Henri Galliard , Côtes de Provence Rosé
Elegant aromas of red berries and spices, the palate is refined with fresh berry fruit flavours, the 
descendent of an old Languedoc family, Henri Gaillard is regarded as a pioneer of this region.

Champagne and Sparkling

27 Italy Vispo Allegro Prosecco 
Pale light yellow colour, delicate and complex bouquet with fruity notes reminiscent of peach 
and green apple, there are also good secondary notes of acacia and lilac. Fresh and light on 
the palate with balanced acidity.

28 Argentina Los Haroldos Brut
Vibrant, long lasting bubbles with lingering fruit flavours and a discreet elegant finish.

29 France Bo Rivage Brut Rosé 
Just off-dry, with rich strawberry character. Fine bubbles giving plenty of freshness and a 
wonderful bouquet.

30 Italy Rosé Lunetta Spumante 
A fresh and dry sparkling rosé with persistent white foam, beautifully cherry pink in colour. Red 
berry characters on the nose and palate make this soft and approachable in character.

31 France Veuve Deloynes Champagne
A glorious blend of the traditional champagne grape varieties, Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier and 
Chardonnay.

32 France Champagne Gremillet Brut
Fine mousse in the glass and fresh, floral aromas mixed with toasty, yeast overtones. Biscuit 
flavours with a crisp, citrus finish.

33 France Champagne Gremiliet Brut Rosé NV
Dry but soft with a fantastic colour.

34 France Champagne Taittinger Brut 
The brilliant body is golden yellow in colour. The bubbles are fine, while the foam is discreet yet 
lingering. The nose, very open and expressive, delivers aromas of fruit and brioche. It also 
gives off the fragrance of peach, white flowers (hawthorn, acacia) and vanilla pod. The entry 
onto the palate is lively, fresh and in total harmony. This is a delicate wine with flavours of fresh 
fruit and honey.

35 France Veuve Cliquot Yellow Label
A perfect example of harmony between delicacy and power dominated by Pinot Noir. This wine 
has firm structure along with elegance and finesse needed for perfect balance.

36 France Laurent Perrier Rosé 
In its elegant bottle of late 16th century inspiration, this rose champagne is memorable for its 
exceptional freshness and unique aromas of fresh picked red berries.




